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Introduction

Purpose
Communities throughout the Houston area are competing for
investment - to be the location for the new housing development,
the exciting new restaurant, or the major mixed use project. At the
same time, each community is seeking to keep current
homeowners, business owners, property owners and even
consumers interested in their community. In a crowded field of
communities, Spring Branch must stand out to be successful.

When the Spring Branch Management District was created in 2005,
the community was struggling to be noticed. Investment was
considered a risk compared to other communities in Houston. To
address this, the SBMD invested resources into reducing the
negative conditions plaguing the community and celebrating the
community’s assets.

Today those activities are paying off. The Spring Branch area is
undergoing a renaissance as it is rediscovered by a new generation
of Houstonians. Townhomes are replacing underperforming
properties. Commercial centers are being reconsidered as a result of
the influx of new disposable income and changing market demands.

Reinvestment is coming to Spring Branch – but the lasting work of
economic development is only beginning.

The SBMD Economic Development Strategic Plan represents the
next step in establishing Spring Branch as a uniquely and highly
marketable community. The plan builds upon the momentum
underway in the community but also seeks to ensure that the Spring
Branch community can prosper for decades to come.
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Introduction

Types of 
Economic 
Development
The Spring Branch Management District
can be involved in every facet of
economic development. To date, the
district has placed substantial resources
in Community Development and Capacity
Building. Landscaping and identification
markers, as well as plans for
improvements to Gessner and Long Point
are just a few examples of efforts to spur
investment through enhancement of the
surrounding community. Similarly, the
District has utilized billboards and other
methods to bring attention to the area
through strategic marketing. A more
focused approach allows the district to
work in partnership with other entities to
effectively pursue all aspects of economic
development.

Entrepreneurship & 
Small Business 
Development

Community 
Development & 

Capacity Building

Information Delivery 
& Economic 
Gardening

Community 
Marketing & Brand 

Identity

Existing Business 
Retention & 
Expansion

Business 
Recruitment & 

Attraction
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Introduction

How the SBMD Can Impact 
Community Investment

LEVERAGE
Provide a portion of the
funding or effort necessary
to spur investment by
others, kick start a program,
move investment along at a
faster pace, or nudge
design, direction or location
in a manner that best
benefits the community.

ADVOCATE
Promote or pursue the
development, direction,
location or magnitude of
specific policies, programs
or projects that would be
created and implemented
by others.

INFORM
Deliver information to
existing or potential
investors or partners
regarding the district,
aspects or benefits of the
district, or specific facets
or locations of the district
or promote the community
brand and image.

FINANCE
Directly fund specific
projects or programs that
SBMD has determined will
directly or indirectly spur
the type of reinvestment
desired in the community.
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Introduction

The Planning Process for the SBMD 
Economic Development Strategic Plan 

PHASE II

STRATEGIZING
Phase II involves conceptualizing solutions
that can help the Spring Branch community
realize its full economic potential. Built upon
the results of the first phase, Strategizing
examines various aspects of the community,
including physical enhancements,
programmatic changes, partnerships, new
ideas, and new approaches to established
ideas. This phase creates new possibilities for
the district while discarding elements that
could be getting in the way of success.

PHASE III

RECOMMENDING
Finalizing and fully expanding upon the
strategies that “stick”. Phase III adds detail
and reality to ideas by addressing how each
can be fully integrated into the Spring
Branch community, including action steps
needed, funding or programmatic
strategies, timing and ownership.

PHASE I

UNDERSTANDING
The process begins with an honest
understanding of current conditions and
the efforts undertaken to move forward.
How did the community evolve to where it
is today? What happened along the way?
What makes the Spring Branch community
unique in comparison to other areas of the
Houston region? What is getting in the
way? How is Spring Branch making
economic development happen? Is the
community on the right track?
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U
nderstanding

Methods for Understanding Existing 
Conditions in Spring Branch
Recent years have seen a great deal of self-
reflection and visioning as the Spring Branch
Management District transitions from a position
of neutralizing negative issues into crafting a
new and entirely achievable future. Through
development of the community’s
Comprehensive Plan and Reimagine Long Point,
the district has recognized issues remaining to
be addressed but also the community’s
incredible opportunities. This section of the
Economic Development Strategic Plan builds
upon prior assessments of Spring Branch while
also examining the community from the unique
lens of long term, sustainable economic
development.

RESEARCH/AUDIENCES
Data collection and analysis largely based 
upon the groups of individuals that come to 
and invest in Spring Branch.

INTERVIEWS
Discussion with community leaders, 
stakeholders and individuals interested in 
the Spring Branch community.

STUDIES
Review the various planning and 
economic development studies 
completed in recent years.
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U
nderstanding

Examining Spring Branch by Audience

Audiences are those categories of individuals
that make some level of investment in the
Spring Branch community, including their
time, energy and money. Looking at the
community through audiences allows an
understanding of the types of individuals
investing in the community based on their
reason for being in Spring Branch.

Major audiences for Spring Branch are
primarily individuals that are here To Live, To
Work, and to a smaller extent, To Dine,
Entertain and Shop.

Smaller audiences include individuals that
come into the area To Learn, To Play, and To
Worship.

Live

Work

Learn

Play

Worship

Dine, 
Entertain & 

Shop
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Audience:
To Live

U
nderstanding
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Audience:
To Work

U
nderstanding
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Audience:
To Work

Industrial Building by Class
Existing Buildings Only

Category
 Leasable Building 

Area (SF) 
Percentage of 

Total Buildings Percent of Total
Average Leasable 
Building Area (SF)

Class A 697,282                  2.1% 9 1.1% 77,476                    
Class B 17,664,061             54.2% 294 36.1% 60,082                    
Class C 14,224,758             43.6% 510 62.6% 27,892                    
Class F 4,978                      0.0% 1 0.1% 4,978                      
Not Reporting 1,300                      0.0% 1 0.1% 1,300                      
Total 32,592,379             100.0% 815 100.0% 39,991                    

Industrial Building by Percent Leased
Existing Buildings Only

Category
 Leasable Building 

Area (SF) 
Percentage of 

Total Buildings Percent of Total
Average Leasable 
Building Area (SF)

Fully Leased 28,856,132             88.5% 757 92.9% 38,119                    
90 to 99.9 Percent 662,335                  2.0% 4 0.5% 165,584                  
80 to 89.9 Percent 1,355,391               4.2% 12 1.5% 112,949                  
70 to 79.9 Percent 482,601                  1.5% 11 1.3% 43,873                    
50 to 69.9 Percent 505,933                  1.6% 9 1.1% 56,215                    
1 to 49.9 Percent 285,399                  0.9% 4 0.5% 71,350                    
Not Leased 444,588                  1.4% 18 2.2% 24,699                    
Total 32,592,379             100.0% 815 100.0% 39,991                    

U
nderstanding
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Audience:
To Work

Industrial Building by Year Constructed*
Existing Buildings Only, Fourteen Renovated Since Construction

Category
 Rentable Building 

Area (SF) 
Percentage of 

Total Buildings Percent of Total
Average Rentable 
Building Area (SF)

2010 or Later 251,111                  0.8% 12 1.5% 20,926                    
2000 to 2009 3,529,631               10.8% 115 14.1% 30,692                    
1990 to 1999 3,486,088               10.7% 75 9.2% 46,481                    
1980 to 1989 11,027,476             33.8% 189 23.2% 58,346                    
1970 to 1979 9,355,984               28.7% 263 32.3% 35,574                    
1960 to 1969 2,176,272               6.7% 78 9.6% 27,901                    
1950 to 1959 1,735,493               5.3% 42 5.2% 41,321                    
1940 to 1949 31,886                    0.1% 5 0.6% 6,377                      
1939 or Earlier 9,445                      0.0% 2 0.2% 4,723                      
Not Reporting 988,993                  3.0% 34 4.2% 29,088                    
Total 32,592,379             100.0% 815 100.0% 39,991                    

Industrial Building by Primary Building Material
Existing Buildings Only

Category
 Leasable Building 

Area (SF) 
Percentage of 

Total Buildings Percent of Total
Average Leasable 
Building Area (SF)

Masonry 16,388,161             50.3% 261 32.0% 62,790                    
Metal 5,546,374               17.0% 290 35.6% 19,125                    
Reinforced Concrete 6,923,365               21.2% 87 10.7% 79,579                    
Steel 818,716                  2.5% 24 2.9% 34,113                    
Wood Frame 39,714                    0.1% 6 0.7% 6,619                      
Not Reporting 2,876,049               8.8% 147 18.0% 19,565                    
Total 32,592,379             100.0% 815 100.0% 39,991                    

U
nderstanding
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Audience:
To Work

U
nderstanding
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Audience:
To Work

Office Building by Class
Existing Buildings Only

Category
 Rentable Building 

Area (SF) 
Percentage of 

Total Buildings Percent of Total
Average Rentable 
Building Area (SF)

Class A 2,539,715                 43.1% 13 7.1% 195,363                     
Class B 2,294,980                 39.0% 59 32.4% 38,898                       
Class C 1,053,361                 17.9% 110 60.4% 9,576                         
Total 5,888,056                 100.0% 182 100.0% 32,352                       

Office Building by Star Rating
Existing Buildings Only

Category
 Rentable Building 

Area (SF) 
Percentage of 

Total Buildings Percent of Total
Average Rentable 
Building Area (SF)

5 Star 640,000                    10.9% 1 0.5% 640,000                     
4 Star 1,655,077                 28.1% 10 5.5% 165,508                     
3 Star 2,667,460                 45.3% 60 33.0% 44,458                       
2 Star 891,985                    15.1% 97 53.3% 9,196                         
1 Star 33,534                      0.6% 14 7.7% 2,395                         
Total 5,888,056                 100.0% 182 100.0% 32,352                       

U
nderstanding
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Audience:
To Work

Office Building by Percent Leased
Existing Buildings Only

Category
 Rentable Building 

Area (SF) 
Percentage of 

Total Buildings Percent of Total
Average Rentable 
Building Area (SF)

Fully Leased 4,490,466                 76.3% 155 85.2% 28,971                       
90 to 99.9 Percent 367,130                    6.2% 6 3.3% 61,188                       
80 to 89.9 Percent 348,116                    5.9% 8 4.4% 43,515                       
70 to 79.9 Percent 332,839                    5.7% 4 2.2% 83,210                       
50 to 69.9 Percent 162,444                    2.8% 3 1.6% 54,148                       
1 to 49.9 Percent 10,900                      0.2% 2 1.1% 5,450                         
Not Leased 176,161                    3.0% 4 2.2% 44,040                       
Total 5,888,056                 100.0% 182 100.0% 32,352                       

U
nderstanding
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Audience:
To Work

Office Building by Stories
Existing Buildings Only

Category
 Rentable Building 

Area (SF) 
Percentage of 

Total Buildings Percent of Total
Average Rentable 
Building Area (SF)

1 Story 632,081                    10.7% 104 57.1% 6,078                         
2 Stories 1,714,607                 29.1% 43 23.6% 39,875                       
3 Stories 1,971,987                 33.5% 15 8.2% 131,466                     
4 Stories 481,627                    8.2% 6 3.3% 80,271                       
5 Stories 500,750                    8.5% 3 1.6% 166,917                     
6 or More Stories 566,566                    9.6% 3 1.6% 188,855                     
Not Reporting 20,438                      0.3% 8 4.4% 2,555                         
Total 5,888,056                 100.0% 182 100.0% 32,352                       

Office Building by Year Constructed*
Existing Buildings Only, Four Renovated Since Construction

Category
 Rentable Building 

Area (SF) 
Percentage of 

Total Buildings Percent of Total
Average Rentable 
Building Area (SF)

2010 or Later 1,488,149                 25.3% 8 4.4% 186,019                     
2000 to 2009 2,197,452                 37.3% 29 15.9% 75,774                       
1990 to 1999 546,628                    9.3% 9 4.9% 60,736                       
1980 to 1989 902,008                    15.3% 38 20.9% 23,737                       
1970 to 1979 380,184                    6.5% 31 17.0% 12,264                       
1960 to 1969 212,817                    3.6% 22 12.1% 9,674                         
1950 to 1959 122,026                    2.1% 30 16.5% 4,068                         
1940 to 1949 9,512                        0.2% 4 2.2% 2,378                         
1930 to 1939 8,465                        0.1% 3 1.6% 2,822                         
Not Reporting 20,815                      0.4% 8 4.4% 2,602                         
Total 5,888,056                 100.0% 182 100.0% 32,352                       

U
nderstanding
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Audience:
To Dine, 

Entertain 
& Shop

U
nderstanding
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Audience:
To Dine, 

Entertain 
& Shop

$0

$500,000,000

$1,000,000,000

$1,500,000,000

$2,000,000,000

$2,500,000,000

$3,000,000,000

Total Retail Trade and
Food & Drink

Total Retail Trade Total Food & Drink

Retail Potential vs Sales, 2017

Retail Potential

Retail Sales

By NAICS Classification

Retail Potential Retail Sales Retail Gap
Total Retail Trade and 
Food & Drink

$1,229,332,054 $2,574,314,974 $1,344,982,920

Total Retail Trade $1,104,146,734 $2,430,911,748 $1,326,765,014
Total Food & Drink $125,185,320 $143,403,227 $18,217,907

Spring Branch Retail Marketplace Summary, 2018

U
nderstanding
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Audience:
To Dine, 

Entertain 
& Shop

Retail Building by Year Constructed*
Existing Buildings Only, Sixteen Renovated Since Construction

Category
 Rentable Building 

Area (SF) 
Percentage of 

Total Buildings Percent of Total
Average Rentable 
Building Area (SF)

2010 or Later 326,876                   5.0% 21 4.9% 15,566                     
2000 to 2009 1,135,398                17.3% 61 14.1% 18,613                     
1990 to 1999 1,306,015                19.9% 58 13.4% 22,518                     
1980 to 1989 1,120,095                17.1% 57 13.2% 19,651                     
1970 to 1979 833,989                   12.7% 76 17.6% 10,974                     
1960 to 1969 1,314,960                20.1% 87 20.1% 15,114                     
1950 to 1959 214,784                   3.3% 35 8.1% 6,137                       
1949 and Earlier 2,511                       0.0% 2 0.5% 1,256                       
Not Reporting 299,200                   4.6% 35 8.1% 8,549                       
Total 6,553,828                100.0% 432 100.0% 15,171                     

Retail Building by Percent Leased
Existing Buildings Only

Category
 Rentable Building 

Area (SF) 
Percentage of 

Total Buildings Percent of Total
Average Rentable 
Building Area (SF)

Fully Leased 5,008,638                76.4% 388 89.8% 12,909                     
90 to 99.9 Percent 862,403                   13.2% 9 2.1% 95,823                     
80 to 89.9 Percent 270,177                   4.1% 10 2.3% 27,018                     
70 to 79.9 Percent 263,329                   4.0% 10 2.3% 26,333                     
50 to 69.9 Percent 108,581                   1.7% 8 1.9% 13,573                     
1 to 49.9 Percent 32,837                     0.5% 4 0.9% 8,209                       
Not Leased 7,863                       0.1% 3 0.7% 2,621                       
Total 6,553,828                100.0% 432 100.0% 15,171                     

U
nderstanding
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Small 
Business 
in SBMD

Spring Branch Businesses by Physical Size
Reported Businesses*

Category
 Number of 
Businesses 

Percentage of 
Total

1 to 1,499 SF 467                          12.3%
1,500 to 2,499 SF 792                          20.9%
2,500 to 4,999 SF 906                          23.9%
5,000 to 9,999 SF 516                          13.6%
10,000 to 19,999 SF 342                          9.0%
20,000 to 39,999 SF 330                          8.7%
40,000 to 99,999 SF 263                          6.9%
100,000 or More SF 170                          4.5%
Total Responding 3,786                       100.0%
No Response 9                              0.3%

Spring Branch Business by Employees
Reported Businesses

Category
 Number of 
Businesses 

Percentage of 
Total

10,000 or more 2                              0.1%
1,000 to 9,999 5                              0.1%
250 to 999 21                            0.6%
100 to 249 69                            1.9%
50 to 99 97                            2.7%
20 to 49 284                          7.9%
10 to 19 453                          12.5%
5 to 9 916                          25.3%
4 or less 1,767                       48.9%
Total Responding 3,614                       100.0%
No Response 181                          5.0%

U
nderstanding
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Small 
Business 
in SBMD

Spring Branch Business Mix by Ownership
Reported Businesses*

Category
 Number of 
Businesses 

Percentage of 
Total

Branch/Franchise 449                          11.8%
Single Location 3,296                       86.9%
Headquarters 26                            0.7%
Subsidiary 24                            0.6%
Total Responding 3,795                       100.0%
No Response -                           0.0%

Spring Branch Businesses by Annual Sales Volume
Reported Businesses*

Category
 Number of 
Businesses 

Percentage of 
Total

$1 Billion or more 2                              0.1%
$500M to $999.9M 4                              0.1%
$100M to $499.9M 23                            0.7%
$50M to $99.9M 23                            0.7%
$20M to $49.9M 104                          3.0%
$10 to $19.9M 167                          4.8%
$5M to $9.9M 262                          7.5%
$2.5M to $4.9M 339                          9.6%
$1M to $2.5M 740                          21.1%
$500K to $999.9K 688                          19.6%
$250K to $499.9K 639                          18.2%
less than $250K 523                          14.9%
Total Responding 3,514                       100.0%
No Response 281                          8.0%

U
nderstanding
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SBMD’s
Other 
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U
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U
nderstanding

Studies

The Spring Branch Management District has
been aggressive in planning for the future of
the community. Through two related
studies, the District has focused on ways in
to improve the physical “realm” Both offer
the potential to enhance local quality of life
and make Spring Branch more attractive and
interesting.

REIMAGINE LONG POINT:
SPRING BRANCH LIVABLE CENTERS STUDY
Building upon the work completed through the Comprehensive Plan, the
Reimagine Long Point study proposes specific improvements to and
along the roadway corridor, many of which could inform the Economic
Development Strategic Plan. Highlights of value to the ED Strategic Plan
include redesign of Haden Park, enhancements to the corridor to further
establish a physical ”brand” for the area, proposals for housing and
commercial activity, incorporation of art into corridor open spaces, and
a desire for a more walkable, urban corridor.

REIMAGINE SPRING BRANCH:
SPRING BRANCH MANAGEMENT DISTRICT 
COMPREHENSIVE PLAN
The Comprehensive Plan for the Spring Branch area focused on
recognizing issues and addressing opportunities for improvement in
four key areas: Infrastructure, Land Use/Economic Development,
Mobility and the Public Realm. The Comprehensive Plan included a
very thorough physical analysis of the community and resulted in
recommendation of a series of critical improvements such as
development of a trail along the CenterPoint utility corridor and the
need for an enhanced transit experience. The Comprehensive Plan
also pointed out areas of focus to promote development activity,
including along Long Point.
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U
nderstanding

Interviews

Discussion with a variety of stakeholders – those
individuals with some invested interest in the
success of the Spring Branch community painted
the image of a community with many of the traits of
an inner city, “first ring” suburb. It is among the first
residential areas to develop around and
independent of the City of Houston. As the area
continued to develop it became an area “close to
everything” – but absent of a major destination of
its own. A “rediscovered” Spring Branch is
attempting to evolve into a more diverse
community with an array of residential, commercial,
industrial and recreational areas.

Atmosphere
• A highly family-oriented 

community
• A place to have a work/life balance

• A place with homes, jobs, parks, 
shopping and dining – “Its all here”

• An affordable option for living in 
the area – “affordable Memorial”

• The geographic center of Harris 
County

• Proximity to major centers and 
destinations

• A strong diversity of ages, 
ethnicities, cultures, and income 
levels

Character
• A move toward higher quality new 

housing and commercial options
• A strong mix of new activity and 

older, established residential and 
commercial activity (both an asset 
and detriment to the community)

• A series of areas of the community 
“feel tired”

• A sense that landscaping and other 
improvements are making a 
difference

• An area that struggles with 
substantial visual clutter

• A perception among many that 
areas of the community feel unsafe
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U
nderstanding

Interviews (continued)

History
• A historic home to German 

immigrants
• Many local streets are named after 

leading families and personalities of 
the past

• A spring once ran through the area 
of greater Spring Branch

Business
• A place for family-owned small 

businesses
• An area of rising values

• Home to growing list of exciting 
businesses such as Cobble & Spoke and 
The Cannon

• A mix of redevelopment and “refacing” 
buildings

• An attractive place for investment, 
although outside investors have begun 
to squeeze out locals

• Margins that still remain too low spur 
full redevelopment of major facilities, 
including apartments

• Brokers and others in the development 
community remain unaware of the 
district or its services

The business community of Spring Branch is a mix
of residential single family developers, multifamily
owners, and commercial/industrial property owners
and developers. All generally agree that the new
development activity is good for the community,
although new interest in the area has begun to
impact the affordability of the area, particularly to
local developers seeking to make significant
investment in Spring Branch.
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Strategies

Build a Lasting Community Brand/Identity

Cultivate a Rich and Thriving Business Culture

Enhance the Spring Branch Environment

Expand the Community’s Building Capacity

Strengthen Spring Branch as a Local and Regional Draw

Position Spring Branch for Future Opportunities

The Spring Branch Management District Economic Development Strategic Plan is founded
upon six overall strategies. The community is highly fortunate to enjoy a great deal of
successful redevelopment – first in new residential activity and most recently in the
commercial market. Each strategy recognizes the community’s success, builds upon the it’s
assets and expands upon current SBMD efforts. Each recommendation is works to achieve
one or more of the Economic Development Strategies.

An Economic Vision for Tomorrow
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#1.
Implement 
Prior Plans 
and Studies

Recom
m
endations

Implement the Comprehensive Plan and 
Reimagine Long Point Livable Centers Study

The recommendations of the Economic Development Plan for
the Spring Branch Management District are based, in part, on
the recommendations and implementation program proposed
within the Comprehensive Plan and the Reimagine Long Point
Livable Centers Study. The studies have resulted in projects that
are in progress including improvements to Haden Park and the
Centerpoint Trail that are critical quality of life enhancements
that are as attractive to developers and redevelopers of
commercial space as they are to residential activity. From
recommendations for additional SPARK parks to pilot mobility
enhancements along Long Point, each plan includes
improvements that will enhance the community’s brand and
overall marketability. The presence of recommendations related
to streetscape enhancement and infrastructure improvements
makes it unnecessary to include those items in the Economic
Development Strategic Plan. However that does not take a way
from their impact or importance.

Examples of projects critical to economic development
• Actively promoting incorporation of mobility and 

infrastructure projects into ReBuild Houston
• Pursuing infrastructure improvements in areas of high 

redevelopment activity
• Coordinating with partners for attractive and effective 

stormwater detention
• Facilitating construction of trails such as the Centerpoint Trail
• Advocating for Low Impact Design as part of mobility and 

infrastructure enhancements
• Reconstruction of Long Point Road as a “Complete Street” 26



#2.
Advocate for 

the Spring 
Branch TIRZ

Advocate for Creation of a 
Tax Increment Reinvestment Zone

The Spring Branch Management District has made clear its
support for the creation of a reinvestment zone it should
continue its efforts to make that a reality. Doing so would allow
for substantial additional reinvestment into the community,
including major capital improvements, beautification, addition of
community improvements, and added support for economic
development.

Actions to get there
• Evaluate current materials related to creation are fully up to 

date and that improvements through the TIRZ complement the 
needs of the Comprehensive Plan, the Reimagine Long Point 
Livable Centers Study, and the Economic Development 
Strategic Plan

• Build support in the local community for creation of a 
reinvestment zone, including education and awareness about a 
TIRZ as well as the benefits and other details needed to create 
both awareness and comfort.

• Correspond with elected leadership about the importance of a 
reinvestment zone to the area, including the positive impact 
that the reinvestment zone will have on taxable value within 
Spring Branch and surrounding areas.

Recom
m
endations
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#3.
Celebrate 

Spring 
Branch!

Celebrate Spring Branch through Events, 
Activities and/or Festivals

No branding effort brings recognition and builds identity better than
one or more well-orchestrated, unique festivals, activities or events.
To be effective, at least one event must be designed to draw a
regional or larger audience. Doing so brings guests and potential
investors into the community and it gives the District a level of
control on the message to be delivered. It adds interest and
excitement for both current and potential investors that, if
successful, can be repeated annually.

Ideas for a local event, activity or festival
• A Trade and Market day activity as currently under discussion by 

the District
• An adapted version of the historic Schutzenfest that was a major 

event in historic Spring Branch
• A local book fair and festival featuring spoken word as a means of 

celebrating Spring Branch as the home to one of the best 
independent book stores in the country

• A Taste of Spring Branch featuring the food trucks and restaurants 
from around the area along with music and other activities

Actions to get there
• Identify one or more events or activities that can capture a 

regional (or larger) audience.
• Seek out partners with experience in the desired event or specific 

facets of the event. As examples, Karbach Brewery has experience 
with events and festivals and could serve as a sponsor, partner or 
mentor to the district.

• Identify the appropriate location for the event.
• Seek out financial partners/sponsors for the events.

Recom
m
endations
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#4.
Expand and 
Enhance the 

Brand

Expand and Enhance Branding Efforts

The Spring Branch Management District has been successful in its
digital media and billboard campaign to bring interest to the
community. As a next step, the District should construct a full array
of highly professional marketing materials coupled with a marketing
program aimed at seizing upon the success of the billboard and
digital campaign and further establishing the name recognition of
Spring Branch.

Examples of expanding or enhancing 
the Brand
• Next generation billboards and 

digital contact that could build upon 
the success of the current program 
or take a new direction

• Strategic placement of magazine 
content/ads, bumper stickers and 
more

• Engaging use of videos, blogs, ads 
and more

Recom
m
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#5.
Collaborate 

in Co-
Branding

Collaborate with Other Entities to Further 
Build the Community Brand

The Spring Branch Management District has a number of partners that
could work together with the district to market in a way that is beneficial
to all parties. It is already a common practice in the private sector and
becoming increasingly used in the public realm. Local businesses, for
example, enjoy the added publicity while the District is able to showcase
local experiences. Developers and brokers can better promote their
association with Spring Branch and its growing number of amenities.

Examples of Community Co-Branding
• Merge community branding into marketing by select local builders 

and developers, particularly those that the District feels positively 
contribute to the brand.

• Coordinate with public sector partners such as Spring Branch ISD and 
the Parks and Recreation Department to co-brand events, 
improvements and/or marketing material.

• Begin a co-branding campaign with local businesses that allows all 
parties to extend outreach.

• Hire a food, merchandise or entertainment blogger to visit and 
possibly showcase local restaurants, shops and events

Steps and Considerations to Get There
• Brainstorm methods for simultaneously building the brand of the 

District alongside local businesses or other partners
• Identify and reach out to an initial series of partners
• Cooperatively establish methods and share in the production and 

distribution costs
• Be creative in methods of outreach
• Be highly selective with brand association

Recom
m
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#6.
Conduct a 

Retail 
Challenge

Conduct a Retail Challenge in Spring Branch

Board members indicated a desire for the addition of specific types
of businesses in the community such as unique restaurants, unique
clothing stores, children’s toys or clothing stores, and more. A Retail
Challenge Contest similar to Redwing, Minnesota could serve as a
fun way to bring attention to Spring Branch and potentially bring the
desired types of businesses to the area.

Actions to get there
• Determine the types of uses desired in Spring Branch to ensure 

preferred business types apply
• Budget for a financial incentive from SBMD to the winner that is 

to go to business startup and ongoing costs such as marketing 
materials, façade enhancement/curb appeal and 
merchandise/product

• Coordinate with local brokers/property owners to discover one or 
more locations agreeing to house the winner at a discounted rent 
for a period of one year or more

• Seek out additional partners such as lenders, foundations or 
other organizations that can add additional incentives or provide 
support services

• Promote the Retail Challenge as part of an expanded and 
enhanced marketing program for Spring Branch

• Conduct an open pitch competition to select the winner of the 
Spring Branch Retail Challenge

• Strongly consider the Retail Challenge as an annual means of 
creatively building the desired mix of uses

Recom
m
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#7.
Develop a  
Business 

Retention & 
Expansion 
Program

Develop a Business Retention and 
Expansion Program

Spring Branch Management District currently offers a Business
Ambassador program. A Business Retention and Expansion Program
would transform that program into a larger, more intentional
program. The Management District would continue to serve as an
ambassador to local businesses and listen and support them. The
program would be aimed at learning where businesses need help,
and acting as an aggressive and responsive partner to solve
problems and/or create opportunities. At the same time, the
program also aims to gather information critical to the District.

Actions to get there
• Identify and train ambassadors in business interview techniques

and provide them with a series of critical questions, including a
common set of questions and another important to their
industry. Typical questions are aimed at determining their
productivity, likelihood of expanding, and identifying needs or
issues.

• Break down the local business community into categories
important to Spring Branch to help ensure a balanced response,
including from groups such as small business owners or major
industrial leaders.

• Select a random sample from among the categories of businesses
and conduct interviews with those businesses

• Collect and report the results of the survey to the business
community and leadership along with a series of goals to meet to
address community needs.

• Report solutions back to the concerned businesses.

Recom
m
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#8.
Become a 
Business 
Liaison

Establish SBMD as Liaisons and Advocates for 
Local Business

Business and property owners, as well as developers and builders,
regularly run into issues when coordinating with the City of Houston
or other entities while working through permits, plats, requirements
and more. SBMD can serve as a “problem solver” in those instances
and assist by putting the District’s understanding of requirements
and communication with those organizations to work. For example,
a permit may be inadvertently held up due to lack of information by
the Permits Department or an owner may need support in obtaining
permission for a project.

While it sounds simple, serving as a business liaison can sometimes
prove to be among the most important customer service roles
played by the District and will play a major role in building a strong
relationship with the local business community.

Examples of liaison services
• Assistance with the permitting or platting processes
• Interpretation of codes, including coordination with governing 

entities, as needed
• Coordination in addressing code enforcement or similar 

compliance issues
• Resolution of disputes and issues between private entities
• Arranging contact and coordination between property/business 

owners and public agencies, elected officials or other entities
• Support for activities/actions undertaken by local business and 

property owners

Recom
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#9.
Begin a “Buy 

Local” 
Campaign

Complement the Community Brand with a 
“Buy Local Campaign”

Create a “Local First” campaign aimed at supporting local small
businesses in Spring Branch. The campaign should be aimed at
shifting culture and spending patterns in the District by supporting
local independent businesses.

Actions to get there
• Work with the business community to develop a continuously 

operating and evolving Local First campaign aimed at promoting 
all forms of locally owned and operated businesses ranging from 
restaurants and retail to hardware stores and fitness studios. 

• The campaign could involve creating a steering committee, 
recruiting business, and developing campaign outreach and 
marketing materials.

• Expand upon and enhance existing marketing efforts in order to 
include creative methods for marketing and encouraging Local 
First, including highlighting more prominently local businesses on 
the website, utilizing social media (and other venues) to allow 
local businesses to tell their stories and create interest,  engaging 
bloggers to highlight local businesses, and creating a rewards 
programs. 

• Support annual events that support Local First like Independents 
Week (first week of July) and Small Business Saturday (Saturday 
following Thanksgiving)

• Continue to highlight and use local businesses at Spring Branch 
meetings and events.

• Join the American Independent Business Alliance (AMIBA) to 
access their services and resources related to improving pro local 
business initiatives.

Recom
m
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#10.
Build an 

Economic 
Gardening 

Program

Build an Economic Gardening Program

An economic gardening program is a highly targeted means of
assisting local businesses and startups in efforts to grow in a specific
market or consider a new market. Economic gardening allows the
Management District to provide information that typically requires
costly data collection and research by private firms.

Actions to get there
• Identify the markets the District wishes to serve (retail, food, 

industry or all).
• Acquire the necessary resources to provide market research data 

to small business/start ups. This could be accomplished in a 
phased approach, depending on available resources.  Services 
provided could include the following:

• Demographic research, including drive time analysis
• Household and retail spending expenditures
• Economic activity, including businesses/competitor 

locations
• Retail sales potential
• GIS mapping and analysis
• Market research and industry trends 

• Market the program and potentially team with local incubators in 
identifying target start ups and businesses suitable for the 
program.

Recom
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#11.
Establish 
Business 

Assistance 
Program

Establish A Local Business Assistance Program

Running a business is tough enough. Getting the absolute most out of that
business can be an entirely different matter. The Spring Branch Management
District can assist its local businesses to maximize outreach, efficiency,
visibility and, ultimately, the bottom line – profitability through a Business
Assistance Program.

Examples of services through a Business Assistance Program
• Critique and recommendations to improve “curb appeal” and overall 

attractiveness
• Techniques for drawing business into the door and increasing purchases
• Methods to improve marketing and promotion
• Workflow and efficiency mentorship for service or production businesses
• Business and staff management mentorship and training

Actions to get there
• Coordinate with local marketing and business mentorship programs to 

establish a program
• Develop a series of workshops that address business assistance topics. 

Enhancing curb appeal, for example, could serve as one workshop
• Consider a video or podcast aimed at making the information available to 

local businesses at any time
• Contract with local marketing, architecture, landscape architecture, 

signage, and business mentorship firms and/or organizations to provide a 
on-site services to a limited number of businesses each year

• Consider a formal application process or, better yet, a competition for 
one-on-one assistance that can be chronicled and made available for both 
support and marketing

Recom
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#12.
Maintain an 

Investor –
Specific 
Profile

Maintain a Profile of Critical Economic Development 
Focused Marketing Information

An individual is a community investor regardless of whether that person is seeking to
make improvements to their own home or business or looking to develop 60 acres
for a mix of residential and commercial activities. In all cases, however, an investor is
always seeking data to have confidence that the project is sensible and, hopefully,
profitable. The Spring Branch Management District should regularly collect and
update information and make it readily available in a high quality manner to allow
investors to feel comfortable that Spring Branch is a place to invest in.

Examples of information to have available
• Permits issued annually be category
• Growth in residential units
• Average cost of purchase for existing and new residential and commercial units
• Type and characteristics of new and existing residential and commercial units
• Per square foot rent and construction costs for residential and commercial areas
• Vacancy and absorption rates
• Demographic and psychographic information
• Retail sales
• Tax rates

Actions to get there
• Identify all categories of performance measures, including those that must be 

acquired through third party vendors and others
• Identify the method for acquiring data and its associated annual cost to the district
• Obtain and assemble all data into a high quality profile for investors

Recom
m
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#13.
Implement a 

Public 
Market

Implement a Public Market Unique to Spring Branch

A public market can serve as one more means of bringing a regular flow of
dining, shopping and entertainment in Spring Branch. A public market
provides the added benefit of creating one more means of small business
development by allowing home based businesses a cost effective means of
testing the market prior to (or alongside) graduating into a food truck,
catering or a brick and mortar store. A quality market should cater to the
local audience with a mix of food, art and merchandise that may initially
begin as a small, weekly farmer’s market but could evolve into the only
large-scale public market in Houston.

Ideas for a public market
• A market can vary for purposes of interest and gaining a larger, 

consistent audience. Examples could include a special Korean market or 
an evening market similar to LaPorte’s Sip and Stroll.

• A public market can be a weekly, temporary fixture similar to the 
Saturday Farmer’s Market hosted by Urban Harvest or a permanent 
destination like Pike’s Place in Seattle, Washington.

• A Farmer’s Market could be combined with food trucks, pop-up retail, 
music and other activities, events or festivals.

• Quality, dependability/consistency, proximity, location and added 
amenities are critical to the success of a marketplace.

Actions to get there
• Coordinate with potential partners such as Urban Harvest and other 

local nonprofits to gain knowledge and potential support, including the 
possibility of management by a third party

• Identify funding partners including a grant through the Economic 
Development Administration or the USDA’s Farmers Market Promotion 
Program

• Acquire a site for the market, equipment and a storage location
• Recruit the desired mix of vendors

Recom
m
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#14.
Create a 

”Something” 
Unique

Create a Permanent, Physical “Something” that is 
Highly Recognizable and Unique to Spring Branch

In today’s era of social media and entertainment, the successful places
include a memorable piece of artwork, landscape or other feature that
is unique to the area. The Reimagine Long Point study recognizes this in
the proposed art installations along the corridor. In fact, an entire
tourism industry is currently underway based on drawing people into
the area simply for that “Instagram moment” that garners attention.
The Bean in Chicago has gained national recognition for Chicago while
the “Biscuit Wall” remains a local attraction for photo savvy teens.

Ideas for that “Special Something”
• Public art installation
• Mural/wall art
• Water feature
• Interactive art
• Intersection/roadway treatment
• Right of Way installation
• Historic/cultural art

Ways to Get There
• Conduct a competition and construct the improvement based upon 

the winning submission
• As an alternative, construct temporary versions of several finalists 

and allow for a community vote
• Hold a community workshop involving stakeholders and a local artist
• In all instances, the District should establish criteria to ensure the 

installation enhances the community brand
• Seek out leveraging opportunities from foundations and partner 

organizations to allow for shared cost and expertise in creation and 
implementation

Recom
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#15.
Invest in 
Tactical 

Urbanism

Invest in “Tactical Urbanism” to Build the 
Community Brand

Tactical Urbanism is the term used to define temporary solutions
placed in public rights of way, parking lots, parks and other areas as
fun and/or functional experiments. The program allows Spring
Branch to test or gather input on an idea before expending funds to
make it permanent. It also allows the Management District to make
short-term, low cost improvements to catalyze long term changes.
The Reimagine Long Point Livable Centers Study recommends
”pilot” mobility, streetscape and art improvements at strategic
locations that serve as a form of tactical urbanism.

Ideas for a tactical urbanism
• Roadway improvements such as traffic calming and bike lanes 

(similar to what is proposed for Reimagine Long Point)
• Temporary parks, play areas, plazas or open spaces
• Pop-up retail, food kiosks and outdoor café seating
• Art installations ranging from sidewalk chalk to interactive art
• Lighting (either for fun or function) and landscaping
• Streetscape enhancements such as chairs, benches and signage

Actions to get there
• Identify opportunities for improvement such as a dedicated bike 

lane, designation of portions of the street and parking area for 
seating, play areas, parks, plazas/events area, and pop up retail 

• Set aside a limited amount of funds and/or suggest crowdfunding 
as a means of paying for temporary improvements

• Establish measurable goals in advance of each project and 
compare to actual results

• Consider funding to make successful projects permanent

Recom
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#16.
Establish a 

Town Center

Establish a Spring Branch Community 
“Town Center”

A Town Center could provide the “Heart of Houston” with a heart of its
own. The Town Center would be a location that offers a mix of uses with
one or more social and gathering spaces in a tightly clustered manner
that is highly conducive to pedestrian and bicycle activity. This study
intentionally does not attempt to pinpoint the location of the town
center due to a variety of factors including timing, cost and market
conditions. It is possible that the most appropriate location be along
Long Point Road or another location may be more appropriate. The town
center concept complements the community brand and provides the
District an opportunity to have direct involvement in development.

Ideas for a town center
• An office for the Spring Branch Management District.
• A cluster of lifestyle retail, restaurants and entertainment sufficient to 

be a destination.
• A “village lawn” that offers multiple functions, including space for 

events, concerts and more.
• Opportunities for pop-up retail co-mingled with permanent “brick and 

mortar” spaces.
• Office space for graduates of local incubator programs.
• Partner education, government or nonprofit institutions.

Ways to get there
• Acquire land and develop a site in partnership with other pubic and 

private entities
• Establish a “Pop-Up” Town Center concept that allows SBMD to 

temporarily establish a space to determine if purchase or long term 
lease is appropriate

• Partner with a developer to transform open space within a 
development into a town center concept

Recom
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#17.
Promote 

Neighborhood 
Centers

Promote Development of “Neighborhood Scale” 
Destinations in Addition to Redevelopment of the 
Long Point Corridor

The Comprehensive Plan contemplated a possibility of neighborhood
scale centers at strategic intersections throughout the Spring Branch
area. The Economic Development Strategic Plan sees these “nodes” as
a necessary component of quality growth in Spring Branch. Where as
Long Point is proposed to become the “Main Street” of the
community, neighborhood scale commercial centers are intended to
meet local, general service needs of the surrounding area. The areas
offer the added benefit of contributing to both area quality of life and
the number of successful small businesses in the community.

Ideas for neighborhood scale centers
• Daily service activities including service stations, pharmacies, small 

scale grocers, medical/dental offices and more
• Unique restaurants, bars, coffee shops, tea houses, yoga studios 

and more that are in close proximity to local neighborhoods
• Possibility of small social spaces such as outdoor cafes or children’s 

play areas
• Incorporation of nontraditional structures such as food trucks or 

shipping containers as either temporary solutions or lasting fixtures
• Strong connectivity to the surrounding community by walking or 

biking, in addition to driving

Ways to get there
• Partner with a local investor or developer to establish a 

neighborhood scale destination
• Incentivize development  that meets desired standards and 

promotes preferred uses

Recom
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#18.
Redevelop 

Older 
Industrial 

Areas

Anticipate and Plan for Redevelopment 
Opportunities in Older Industrial Areas

In truth, the Spring Branch Management District plays a relatively
limited role in major redevelopment at the scale of older industrial
areas located throughout the community. However, transition is an
inevitability for many of the industrial sites, particularly as the
surrounding area redevelops and pressure to address issues
associated with industrial activity (such as light pollution, noise,
odors, traffic, and aesthetics) increases.

Roles for the District
• Maintain dialogue with business and property owners to know 

when a business is closing or a property owner is preparing to sell.
• Research sites to gain an understanding of any impediments that 

may inhibit the redevelopment of industrial sites in the District 
such as soil contamination or demolition requirements.

• Coordinate with property owners to prepare site plans or other 
visuals that allow the development community to see the 
possibilities of the site if designed appropriately and in accordance 
with the standards established by the District.

• Promote and partially fund mobility and infrastructure 
improvements, as well as other projects, that spur redevelopment

• Coordinate with the City of Houston to consider the use of 
economic incentives for redevelopment, but only if it meets the 
desired standards of the District.

• Consider an incentive program that rewards redevelopment to the 
desired standards of the District.

• Partner with public and/or private sector entities to acquire 
strategic properties in order to increase control over the quality 
and type of redevelopment that occurs.

Recom
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#19.
Advocate for 
High Speed 

Rail

Advocate and Plan for High Speed Rail

While high speed rail is not absolutely inevitable, the possibility of high
speed rail is strong, including a terminus at the current location of the
Northwest Mall. That terminus could have a tremendous impact on
development of the surrounding area if designed properly. At the same
time, it could have only marginal positive impact if designed poorly. As
the organization most directly impacted by the terminus of high speed
rail into Northwest Mall, the management district should anticipate
playing a role to ensure that the station helps the area achieve its full
market potential.

Ways to get there
• Identify sites within the area of Northwest Mall with potential for 

redevelopment
• Research and pursue annexation of the areas including the 

Northwest Mall and other sites poised for redevelopment following 
the implementation of high speed rail

• Begin discourse with property owners and brokers in the area to 
build a relationship prior to implementation of the rail program

• Coordinate with the City of Houston to initiate a financial district or 
program to include the area benefitted by high speed rail through 
either a reinvestment zone or an areawide Chapter 380 overlay

• Consider development of a conceptual master plan for the area in 
coordination with property owners, including, if possible, activities 
within the high speed rail facility

• Develop an incentive program to complement the financial district
• Establish design standards specific to the area

Recom
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#20.
Build Staff 
Capacity to 
Implement 

the Plan

Build Staff Capacity to Implement the 
Economic Development Strategic Plan 

Spring Branch Management District staff are highly skilled in a
number of areas but are not currently equipped with the full
expertise to implement all of the items recommended in the
Economic Development Strategic Plan, nor is there likely sufficient
time to take on the additional duties of implementing this plan (in
addition to the Comprehensive Plan, the Reimagine Long Point
Livable Centers Study, and other projects).

Ways to get there
• Add a staff member or consultant with expertise in economic 

development implementation
• Collaborate with one or more other districts to share in the cost 

and services of a staff member with expertise in economic 
development

• Provide specialized training to current staff and prioritize 
responsibilities

• Join organizations that offer mentorship and support such as 
AMIBA, BALLE, the International Economic Development Council, 
the Texas Economic Development Council or others.

Recom
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#21.
Enhance the 

District 
Office 

Business 
Culture

Enhance the Culture and Appearance of the 
Spring Branch District Office

In many ways, the Management District serves as the Chamber of
Commerce for the Spring Branch community. Therefore, the Office
of the District should be a full reflection of the quality of
appearance and service that it seeks in private sector investment –
similar to expectations of a Chamber or Convention and Visitors
Bureau. From its meeting room and décor to hours of operation and
layout, the office should strive to be a place that is inviting,
informative and consistently reflective of the brand.

Ways to get there
• Revisit the meeting room layout and furniture and incorporate a 

style and quality that matches the brand and message
• Ensure a full time presence at the office during professional 

business hours
• Revisit the office décor and atmosphere and consider a style 

more appropriate to the community brand
• Consider a location where marketing materials are readily 

available and highly visible

Recom
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Im
plem

entation

The Roadmap to Success

The Spring Branch Management District Economic Development
Strategic Plan is a comprehensive document. It would be
impossible to implement each strategy immediately. Rather,
implementation of the strategies and recommendations identified
in this plan is expected to occur incrementally over time and
through close collaboration and cooperation among a number of
partners utilizing a variety of funds and resources.

Recommendations have been prioritized by leadership of SBMD
and placed into one of three categories of time: immediate, mid-
term and long-term. Additionally, each recommendation includes
implementation guidance in terms of potential partners,
anticipated cost, and possible funding sources. Each is intended to
be general in nature. For example, funding sources and partners
for festivals and events can vary widely based upon theme,
magnitude, activities, location, and more.

The Implementation Program is intended to be highly flexible.
Changes occur. Opportunities arise. Funds or partners may appear
or become available sooner than anticipated. For example,
conducting a retail challenge for Spring Branch is considered a
longer term priority given today’s circumstances; however, if an
interested partner were to become available, the may shift.

Priority
Immediate Within 2 Years

Mid-Term 2 to 5 Years

Long-Term More than 5 Years

Cost
$ $50K or Less

$$ $50K to $250K

$$$ More than $250K
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entation

Priority: Immediate

# Recommendation Partners Funding 
Level Potential Funding Sources

1 Implement the Comprehensive Plan and
Reimagine Long Point Livable Centers Study

City, County, CenterPoint $$-$$$
Management District, City, County, 
HGAC, TxDOT, Private Sources, Non 

Profits

2 Advocate for Creation of a
Tax Increment Reinvestment Zone

City $ City

3 Celebrate Spring Branch through Events,
Activities and/or Festivals

Local Businesses, Non-
Profits, Lone Star, ISD

$$-$$$ Management District, City, Business 
Community, Non Profits

4 Expand and Enhance Efforts to Market Spring Branch as
“The Heart of it All”

$$ Management District

12 Maintain a Profile of Critical Economic Development 
Focused Marketing Information

$ - $$ Management District

14 Create a Permanent, Physical “Something” that is Highly
Recognizable and Unique to Spring Branch

Arts Community $$$
Management District, Non Profits, 

Foundations,  Grants, Business 
Community
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Priority: Mid-Term
# Recommendation Partners Funding 

Level Potential Funding Sources

5 Collaborate with Other Entities to Further
Build the Community Brand

Builders, Developers, 
Local Businesses, ISD, 

City
$$ Management District, Partners

7 Complement the Community Brand with a 
“Buy Local Campaign”

Business Community $-$$ Management District

8 Build an Economic Gardening Program SBA, SBDC, Lone Star, U 
of H, TSU, H-GAC

$-$$ Management District, Partners, Edward 
Lowe Foundation

10 Establish SBMD as Liaisons and Advocates 
for Local Business

$ Management District

13 Implement a Public Market Unique to Spring Branch
ISD/Community 

College/Local 
Businesses

$$ Management District, Texas Department 
of Agriculture Grant, EDA

15 Invest in “Tactical Urbanism” to Build the 
Community Brand

AARP, City, County, 
HGAC, Arts Community

$-$$$ Management District, City, County, 
Crowdsourcing, Foundations

16 Establish a Spring Branch Community “Town Center” Private/Public Entities $$$ Management District, Private 
Investment/Development

17
Promote Development of “Neighborhood Scale”

Destinations in Addition to Redevelopment of the 
Long Point Corridor

Developers $-$$$ Management District, Private 
Investment/Development

19 Advocate and Plan for High Speed Rail City, H-GAC, Property 
Owners

$-$$$ Management District
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Priority: Long-Term

# Recommendation Partners Funding 
Level Potential Funding Sources

6 Conduct a Retail Challenge in Spring Branch Local Businesses, Lenders, 
Foundations

$$ Management District

9 Develop a Business Retention and Expansion Program Ambassadors $$ Management District

11 Establish A Local Business Assistance Program Local Firms, Community 
College

$$ Management District

18 Anticipate and Plan for Redevelopment Opportunities 
in Older Industrial Areas

City, Local Businesses, 
Property Owners

$-$$ Management District

20 Build Staff Capacity to Implement the
Economic Development Strategic Plan

$$ Management District
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